
 

 
Greetings MBH! 
 
July has arrived, America is still a free na-
tion, and the archery world is busy! 
 
As you celebrate Independence Day, I 
hope you'll take a brief moment to re-
member what this holiday is truly about. It 
goes way beyond barbecue… 
 
Coming up on the 8th we have our annual 
MBH Youth Bowfishing tournament, and 
the following weekend on the 15th/16th 
we have our MBH State Outdoor Field 
Championship. Our MBH 3D Jamboree is 
coming up next month on the 12th. As I 
review the calendar there are also multiple 
tournaments throughout the month, a 
couple f/h/a rounds, an American 900  

 
 
 
round, and 3D tournaments virtually every 
weekend! Please get out and support your 
local clubs and give them a hand if you 
can. Your help would be truly appreciat-
ed! 
 
 Then we are right back to September and 
we all know what that brings, its bow sea-
son again! So get out, get some good 
times and practice in, and we will see you 
on the range!! 
 
Jim Forbes 
MBH President  
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Advertising in the Release 

Full page ad: $90 year/$45 6 mos/$15 a mo. 

Half page ad: $50 year/$25 6 mos/$10 a mo. 

Quarter page ad: $35 year/$18 6 mos/$5 a mo. 

If clubs want to list their tournament dates on the Calendar of Events - $20 a year 

Contact Tobi Forbes at 816-645-2198 or email mbhsecretary@gmail.com 



 

CONSERVATION COMMITTEE REPORT 
Legislative Session Update – All bills that were introduced in the spring session on the Missouri Legislature that may have 
negatively affected Missouri Outdoors whether it was a captive deer issue, waterway rights, conservation commission 
structure and authority, or conservation sales tax sunset never made it to the House or Senate floors for a vote. That’s 
good news however bills that would have a positive affect like increasing fines for poaching game animals also never 
made to a vote. It does mean these bills are necessarily dead but they probably won’t come up again until next year. 
Chronic Wasting Disease Update – MDC has expanded the deer feeding ban to 41 counties. Placing food or minerals for 
deer is now prohibited in 12 more counties this year. New counties include Barry, Benton, Cedar, Dade, Hickory, Ozark, 
Polk, St. Clair, St. Francois, Ste. Genevieve, Stone, and Taney. That means no grain, salt products, minerals, or other 
consumable natural and manufactured products used to attract deer is prohibited year around within counties of the CWD 
Management Zone. The CWD Management Zone now consists of 41 Missouri Counties. That over one third of Missouri’s 
Counties that are now designated in the CWD Zone. That’s bad news for us deer hunters. Your chances of killing a CWD 
infected deer are still really small at this point. Since 2002 MDC has tested over 76,000 deer and only 42 have tested 
positive for CWD. During the 2016-17 season more deer than ever were tested, 25,649 deer were tested with only 9 found 
to have CWD. That’s works out to be less than one half of a 1% chance of the deer tested having CWD. So although 
CWD does appear to be spreading in our state it is still rare. MDC’s management plan to slow down and limit the spread 
of the disease seems to be working but it’s still a hard pill to swallow when the county you hunt gets tagged as a CWD 
county. The deer hunting regulations change dramatically in CWD Management Zone counties to allow the reduction of 
the deer herd, so the instead of 30 to 40 deer per square mile the MDC says it should be decreased to 10 to 15 per 
square mile. Since Mature Bucks are the most likely to contract CWD that also means antler point restrictions are lifted 
allowing more bucks to be killed. MDC will again have a mandatory sampling of deer harvested on the opening weekend 
of the regular firearms season (which is November 11th & 12th this year) in 25 counties. CWD sampling counties include 
new counties added to the CWD Management zone, counties with previous CWD positives, and counties very near 
previous positives. Mandatory sampling will occur in Adair, Berry, Benton, Cedar, Cole, Crawford, Dade, Franklin, Hickory, 
Jefferson, Knox, Linn, Macon, Moniteau, Ozark, Polk, St. Charles, St. Clair, St. Francois, Ste. Genevieve, Stone, Sullivan, 
Taney, Warren, and Washington counties. You can also have your deer tested at 55 participating taxidermists and 
designated MDC offices around the state. The location of sampling stations can be found at 
https://huntfish.mdc.mo.gov/hunting-trapping/wildlife-diseases/chronic-wasting-disease-cwd . 
 I don’t really like the direction Missouri Deer Hunting is heading but there is really nothing I can do about it other than 
follow the regulations and recommendations of the MDC and stay positive. I must admit however that’s getting harder and 
harder to do every time I hear about another infected deer. 
 
Happy Bow Hunt’in,  
Jeff Blystone, 816-806-3574, jandkbly@gmail.com  



 

LARGE & SMALL GAME COMMITTEE 
July is the month to apply for Missouri Department of Conservation Managed Hunts. MDC will be running 57 

different hunts all across the state in which archery equipment can be used. You must submit your application 

from July 1 through July 31 to be eligible for the draw. There is lots of info on the MDC website at 

https://huntfish.mdc.mo.gov/hunting-trapping/species/deer/deer-managed-hunts . From this webpage you can 

see a list of hunts as well as see previous years hunt summaries which include success rates and your chances of 

being draw for a particular hunt. Your chance of being drawn goes up after each unsuccessful year. If you 

applied for a hunt last year and didn’t get drawn then your name goes into the drawing twice this year. You will 

get an extra entry for every year you didn’t get drawn. It’s been three years since I was last drawn for a hunt so 

this year my name will go into the hat 4 times for my chosen hunt. So I will be studying the stats closely and 

trying to get the best location I can for this year’s hunt. You have to consider these as bonus hunting 

opportunities that don’t come along every year but when you do get drawn you can expect a good hunt. Like all 

hunting these are not guaranteed successful hunts. Lots of variables like weather, hunting pressure, disease, deer 

population and age structure, time of the year the hunt is happening, and one more important variable to 

remember is the fact that these are public land hunts. That means you have to consider not only deer movement 

and patterns but also other hunters locations and how the rest of the nature loving public may be using the area 

during the hunt. The best way to overcome these variables for a successful hunt in my opinion is to first choose 

a hunt location relatively close to home so that you can do some scouting before the hunt. You won’t find out if 

you were drawn for the hunt until late August so scouting becomes even more important to get the latest info on 

the deer and people using you hunt area. Always develop a backup plan. Chances are that if you have found a 

good stand location then some other hunter has also found the same spot. Be ready to hang your treestand as 

soon as it’s allowed. Most of these hunts only allow you to place one stand so you also have to be ready to 

move your stand if you’re not seeing the deer you expected. Also be ready to shoot the first antlerless deer you 

get a chance at. All of the hunts primary purpose is to manage the deer herd on the area you will be hunting. 

That means you will probably have to harvest an antlerless deer before you can hunt a buck, keep that in mind 

when you chose you stand location. If you’ve never tried a managed hunt be sure to submit your application this 

year I think you will enjoy the challenge.  

 
Happy Bow Hunting, 

Jeff Blystone 
816-806-3574 
jandkbly@gmail.com  



2017 Missouri Bow Hunters 

STATE OUTDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP 
July 15th and 16th, 2017 

Hosted by  Independence Bowhunters 

IBH – Blue Springs, MO 
Landahl Park at Hwy 7 & Argo Rd; 816-645-2198 or ibhsecretary@yahoo.com 

Primary Name 

Address 

City, State, Zip 

Phone 

Email 

Register Online at  
www.mobowhunters.org  

Or 
Mail Registration Form to:  
Missouri Bow Hunters  

16909 E 44th St S 
Independence, MO 64055 

816-645-2198 
Please make all checks payable to MBH 

Saturday: 28 Field Targets 

Sunday: 14 Hunter & 14 Animal Targets 

9:00am Shotgun Start 

Pre-registration July 9th 

           $5 late fee   

Shooting Fees 
MBH and NFAA Membership  

required for participation 

Individual  Adult 

Individual Child (Cub/Youth/YA) 

Family (Immediate Household) 

$35.00 

$25.00 

$85.00 

**Fees do not include MBH or NFAA Membership 

NFAA Equipment Rules AREA MOTELS (Motels approx. 20 min away from IBH)  

Courtyard by Marriott – 816-228-8100 

Days Inn – 1-800-329-1073 
LaQuinta Inn – 816-988-9980 

Please Return All  

Travelling  

Trophies 



2017 

MBH 3D JAMBOREE 
Saturday - August 12th, 2017 

Sponsored by 

Nodaho Bow Hunters & Missouri Bow Hunters Association 

Range located 1/4 miles East of  
Graham, MO & 1 1/4 miles  

North on Elkhorn Trail 

Primary Name 

Address 

City, State, Zip 

Phone 

Email 

Enter online at www.mobowhunters.org  

or mail to MBH at 16909 E. 44th St S  

Independence, MO 64055 

Shooting Fees 

Adult $35.00  Youth 

$25.00 (17 & Under) 

 

Pre-registration deadline Aug. 7th 

$10.00 late fee all divisions 

MBH 3D Rules Will Be Used 

the rules are available at www.mobowhunters.org,  

click on 2017 Tournaments, State 3D and MBH 3D Rules 

• 40 Targets on Saturday • Same class grouping  

  - Concession on grounds -  If there is less than 5 people 

in a class then classes maybe combined. 

Sat. –Shot gun start  9:00am   

  Sat. check-in is from 7 – 8:30 am  

Accommodations: 

Hotels in Maryville (15 miles); Mound City (15 miles); and St. Joseph, MO.  Cabins & 

campgrounds at Big Lake State Park & Mozingo Lake East of Maryville,  MO. 

Must be an MBH member to be eligible for 

awards – 1st plaques; 2nd-3rd medals 

Guest Class Available – no awards 

Cost of MBH 1 Year Membership: $25 Individual, 
$30 Family or $12.50 (Under 18 only) 

vNotev 
Anyone shooting the known yardage classes will need to 

provide their own range finders. 

Division M or F Age Competitor Name 

PRO OPEN 

OPEN 

MEN'S KNOWN 50 YDS (male only) 

WOMEN'S KNOWN 40 YDS (female only) 

HUNTER 

SENIOR OPEN (50 & Older) (60 & Older) (70 & Older) 

SENIOR HUNTER (50 & Older) (60 & Older) (70 & Older) 

MEN'S FINGERS 

WOMEN'S FINGERS 

TRADITIONAL 

YOUNG ADULT (15-17) 

YOUTH (12-14) 

CUB (11-9) 

PEE WEE (8 and Under) 
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MBH State 3D Rules 
Amended 7-10-2016 

Statement 
This is the official rules for the Missouri Bow Hunters Association’s State 3D tournament. These 

rules have been constructed by the MBH 3D Committee. 

Competition Committee 
The Competition Committee will be composed of the MBH 3D Chair, MBH 3D Committee 

members, and the MBH Officers present at the event. The Competition Committee will review 

all grievances and protests, as well as interpret the rules. All protests filed that could affect the 

results of the competition must be resolved prior to the next round of competition, or prior to 

the announcement of final results. All shooters agree to be bound by the decisions of the 

Competition Committee as final. Also, a general inquiry for an interpretation of 

a rule may be submitted in writing to the Competition Committee. The Committee will review the 

submission at its earliest convenience, and a written response will be provided. No fee 

is required for this review.  

Format 
The tournament may be formatted as a 1- day or 2-day event. Together, the MBH and the host 

club will come to an understanding as to which will work best in their particular situation. 

Stated below are the requirements of both formats: 

1 day format:  

1. Shooters will be “busted” by random drawing and grouped with competitors in the 

same class prior to the start of the tournament  

2. The tournament will begin with a “shotgun start”. 

3.  The double scoring card system will be used.  All score cards are completed and 

turned in, and verified for accuracy.  

4. All classes will shoot off.  Any class with more than 20 competitors, the top 5 

shooters will shoot in a 5 target shoot off. If the class has less than 20 competitors, 

the top 3 shooters will shoot in a 3 target shoot off.  

5. The shoot off will be formatted as such- 

A.  Competitors will start with their score as it was at the end of the round.  

B. The score they shoot in the shoot off will be added to their round. If there is 

ties at the end of the shoot off, there will be a 1 arrow shoot off in the 

fashion of “closest-to-the-12” style. 
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2 day format:  

1.  A shooter must shoot both days.  

2. The double score card system will be used both days.  

3. First day is a trickle start. Peer grouping according to score will be used on day 2. 

4. Day 2 will be started by a shotgun start.  

5. There will be no shoot off in the 2 day format, unless a tie in the top 3 must be 

broken.  

Whenever possible, groups will be limited to no more than 5 shooters per group but no less 

than 3 shooters per group.  

Any ties after shoot off will be broken by number of 12 rings. If a top 3 place tie cannot be 

broken by bonus rings, and if time and weather permit at that tournament, the “Closest-to-the-

12” tie breaker procedure will be used.  Each shooter will shoot one arrow an the arrow 

that is closest to the center of the 12 ring will win the shoot off.  

Known yardage/unknown yardage mixed range-: Known yardage shooters are encouraged to 

bring rangefinders as there is no guarantee the club will make a range card depicting yardages. 

Also, since both known and unknown yardage competitors are shooting the same range and 

targets, it is preferred that known shooters shoot in groups with their peers, if possible. 

The ASA payback scale will be used. This scale can be found at the end of this rule book. There 

will be no flighting.   

Scoring  
Scoring: targets shall be scored 12, 10, 8, 5, 0. The center 12 ring shall be the only 12 ring in 

play.  

1. All information on the scorecard must be accurate with all information completely and 

properly filled in.  Information blocks that are incorrect or incomplete will result in a 

deduction of ten points from their score.  

2. If the number of 12 Rings is left blank it will be scored as zero.    

3. No changes may be made to the official score card after the scorekeeper and shooter 

have signed the scorecard. Any changes must be initialed by the scorer and the 

shooter.  If a shooter changes his scorecard after it has been signed by the scorekeeper, 

the shooter will receive a score of zero for that tournament and will be brought before 

the Competition Committee for further action.  

4. Each group will designate two members of their group as “Scorekeepers” who will 

record all scores for the group, but they may not maintain their own individual “official” 

colored scorecard.  
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5. Three individuals will be designated as “Scorers” but no one will be allowed to score 

their own arrow.  In groups of four the third scorer will be alternated between the 

scorekeepers for the other scorekeeper’s arrow. In groups of three the scoring will be 

done by all three but an individual may not score their own arrow, or record the official 

scorecard for their own arrow.   

6.  Scorers will agree on a score for each arrow and call out the results to be recorded on 

the respective shooter’s scorecards by the Scorekeepers.   

7.  Scorekeepers will maintain the official colored scorecard for each shooter and be 

responsible for recording each arrow. A scorekeeper may not keep his or her own 

“official” card.   Scorekeepers will record the total score and total number of 12 Rings at 

the end of the round.  

8. The completed official colored scorecard must be reviewed and signed as correct by the 

Scorekeeper and the shooter, as well as initial the back of the card. Any shooter turning 

in an “official” card on which they are both the shooter and scorekeeper will receive a 

score of zero for that day.   

9. The Scorekeepers for each shooting group will turn in the official scorecards for the 

group together except when a shooter is permitted to make-up targets due to an 

equipment failure or other approved leave.  Shooters assume full responsibility for the 

accuracy of the information and scores on their cards. Any group that does not turn in 

their scorecards together before leaving the range will be subject to receiving a score of 

zero for that round.   

10. All arrows must remain in the target until all arrows are scored. 

11. The arrow shaft must be touching a portion of the next highest scoring line to be scored 

for the higher value.  

12. All scoring shall be done with the naked eye without the aid of any special 

magnification with the exception of prescription glasses or contacts.  

13. The status of any doubtful arrows must be determined before drawing any arrow from 

the target. The score is based on the status of the arrow while all other arrows remain in 

the target. Arrows may not be removed until a scoring judgment has been made and 

no changes may be made to the score after removal of any arrow.  

14. Targets may not be moved or dislodged for scoring purposes. 

15. If both Scorers are in agreement, the score will stand. Should the Scorers be unable to 

reach an agreement, the Scorekeepers (except on a call of their own arrow) will 

alternate the responsibility of making the final determination before any arrows 

are removed. Groups will be responsible for calling their own arrows. MBH 

Officials will not make arrow calls except when a group has only two shooters or during 

special competitions and shoot-offs. 
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Shooter and scorers should not move, touch, push, or have any other contact with the 

arrows prior to scoring.   

Any arrow embedded (“Robin Hood”) in the nock of another arrow will be scored the 

same as the arrow it is embedded in.  

Any arrow rebounded off another Arrow (a “Robin Hood” that strikes and damages 

another arrow and does not proceed toward the target, but bounces back) will be scored the 

same as the arrow it struck, provided the damaged arrow can be identified. 

  Target “Pass Through” or “Rebound” without striking another arrow:  

(1) Arrows passing through the front of, but still in, the target will be pushed back and 

scored, 

 (2) If the group agrees that an arrow passed through the targets insert seam, the 

shooter will be given a score based on the point of pass through not to exceed eight (8) 

points. 

(3) If the group agrees and confirms that the arrow actually passed through the target 

due to the high number of arrows that had been shot at the target, the range official is 

to be notified and the shooter will be allowed to take the score where the “pass-

through” occurred as determined by the group up to a maximum score of 10 points or 

(4) If the group agrees that the arrow “rebounded” out of the target without striking 

another arrow the shooter will be allowed to take the score where the rebound 

occurred up to a maximum of ten (10) points.  

Special Note: A score of 12 will not be permitted under sections 2, 3 or 4 of this rule. 

Glance-outs- if the arrow that was originally in the target can no longer be nocked and 

shot from a bow string, in its condition immediately following the shoot that damaged 

it, the arrow that glanced off it will be score the same as the original arrow.   

Classes/Shooting Rules  
Open Classes:  May  use  any  compound  or  recurve  bow,  sight,  release,  stabilizer  or  equip

ment  unless  specifically prohibited in any other part of these rules, or by a ruling of the 

Competition Committee. Overdraws do not designate shoot class or shooting style.  Sight type 

and/or release type is the determining factors for all non-Open classes.   

 

Fixed Pin Classes:  No pin limit Stabilizer Rule:  

A.  front stabilizer or a system including quick releases, enhancers and/or weights  may 

be used, but may not exceed twelve inches (12”) in total length from the tip of the 
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stabilizer (or system) to the point of attachment on the front of the riser provided by 

the manufacturer.  

B.  A rear stabilizer or counter balance weight system may be used with a maximum of 

two extensions, but may not extend more than six inches (6”) in length as measured 

from either:   

(1) the point of attachment on the rear of the riser provided by the manufacturer, 

or  

(2) if there is no rear point of attachment the system may not extend more than six 

inches (6”) beyond the back of the grip. There are no restrictions for the Unlimited 

Class.   

 

MBH reserves the right to review any equipment  /  accessories and determine its suitability 

for  competition.  MBH retains the right to waive certain equipment restrictions or shooting 

rules under specific circumstances for physically challenged competitors. Screw in style points 

and glue in points are both acceptable. The following equipment / accessories are prohibited in 

all classes:   

(1) broadheads or any other point or tip not intended for target use;  

(2) retaining mechanisms which allow the bow to be mechanically held in the drawn position;  

(3) laser sights or devices;  

(4) devices or any outside agency (including stabilizer bar or prop stick) that allows the mass 

weight of the bow to be relieved from either arm while shooting.  

 

A shooter must shoot an arrow of at least 5 grains per pound of bow weight. There is no speed 

limit on any class or division. 

Maximum arrow diameter of .422 will be enforced.  

Shooter must either  

1) be touching the shooting stake with some part of their body or 

 2) straddle the shooting stake with one foot on both sides of the shooting stake and their body 

directly over the stake.  

It is desirable to have no more than 5 shooters per group while on the range and must have at 

least 3 shooters per group while on the range.  

Shooting Divisions 

Men’s Pro (Pro Card from Archery Organization must be produced)- May use any compound 

or recurve bow, sight, release, stabilizer or equipment unless specifically prohibited in any 

other part of these rules, or by a ruling of the Competition Committee. Overdraws do not 

designate shooting class or shooting style.  Sight type and/or release type is the determining factor 
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for all non-Open classes. This class will shoot all unknown yardages. Max 50 yards.  (Amended 

8-23-15) 

Men’s Open - May use any compound or recurve bow, sight, release, stabilizer or equipment 

unless specifically prohibited in any other part of these rules, or by a ruling of the Competition 

Committee. Overdraws do not designate shooting class or shooting style.  Sight type and/or 

release type is the determining factors for all non-Open classes. This class will shoot all 

unknown yardages. Max 50 yards. 

Men’s Fingers - May use any compound or recurve bow, sight, stabilizer or equipment unless 

specifically prohibited in any other part of these rules, or by a ruling of the Competition 

Committee. Overdraws do not designate shooting class or shooting style.  Sight type and/or 

release type is the determining factors for all non-Open classes. This class will shoot all 

unknown yardages. Max 40 yards. (Amended 7-10-2016) 

Men’s Known 50 - May use any compound or recurve bow, sight, release, stabilizer or 

equipment unless specifically prohibited in any other part of these rules, or by a ruling of the 

Competition Committee. Overdraws do not designate shooting class or shooting style.  Sight 

type and/or release type is the determining factors for all non-Open classes. This class will 

shoot all known yardages. Max 50 yards. 

Men’s Hunter - No pin limit.  Stabilizer Rule: A front stabilizer or a system including quick 

releases, enhancers and/or weights may be used, but may not exceed twelve inches (12”) in 

total length from the tip of the stabilizer (or system) to the point of attachment on the front of 

the riser provided by the manufacturer.  A rear stabilizer or counter balance weight system may 

be used with a maximum of two extensions, but may not extend more than six inches (6”) in 

length as measured from either: (1) the point of attachment on the rear of the riser provided by 

the manufacturer, or (2) if there is no rear point of attachment the system may not extend 

more than six inches (6”) beyond the back of the grip. This class will shoot all unknown 

yardages. Max 40 yards. 

Men’s Senior Open (50+, 60+ 70+) - May use any compound or recurve bow, sight, release, 

stabilizer or equipment unless specifically prohibited in any other part of these rules, or by a 

ruling of the Competition Committee. Overdraws do not designate shoot class or shooting style.  

Sight type and/or release type is the determining factors for all non-Open classes. This class will 

shoot all unknown yardages. Max 50 yards.  (Amended 8-23-15) 

Men’s Senior Hunter (50+, 60+, 70+)- No pin limit.  Stabilizer Rule: A front stabilizer 

or  a  system including quick releases, enhancers and/or weights  may be used, but may not 

exceed twelve inches (12”) in total length from the tip of the stabilizer (or system) to the point 

of attachment on the front of the riser provided by the manufacturer.  A rear stabilizer or 

counter balance weight system may be used with a maximum of two extensions, but may not 

extend more than six inches (6”) in length as measured from either: (1) the point of attachment 

on the rear of the riser provided by the manufacturer, or (2) if there is no rear point of 
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attachment the system may not extend more than six inches (6”) beyond the back of the grip. 

This class will shoot all unknown yardages. Max 40 yards.  (Amended 8-23-15) 

Traditional - Bow must be either recurve or longbow without wheels or cams.  No release aid, 

no sights, a single stabilizer up to 12” in length measured from the point of attachment, no 

overdraws, no draw checks, must have one finger touching the arrow nock, and must use one 

consistent anchor point.  No marks on the sight window, string, or bow to use as an aiming or 

judging reference. All arrows must be identical in size, weight and construction. This class will 

shoot all unknown yardages. Max 25 yards.  

Women’s Pro (Pro Card from Archery Organization must be produced) - May use any 

compound or recurve bow, sight, release, stabilizer or equipment unless specifically prohibited 

in any other part of these rules, or by a ruling of the Competition Committee. Overdraws do not 

designate shoot class or shooting style.  Sight type and/or release type is the determining 

factors for all non-Open classes. This class will shoot all unknown yardages.  Max 50 yards. 

(Amended 8-23-15) 

Women’s Open - May use any compound or recurve bow, sight, release, stabilizer or 

equipment unless specifically prohibited in any other part of these rules, or by a ruling of the 

Competition Committee. Overdraws do not designate shoot class or shooting style.  Sight type 

and/or release type is the determining factors for all non-Open classes. This class will shoot all 

unknown yardages. Max 40 yards. 

Women’s Fingers - May use any compound or recurve bow, sight, stabilizer or equipment 

unless specifically prohibited in any other part of these rules, or by a ruling of the Competition 

Committee. Overdraws do not designate shoot class or shooting style.  Sight type and/or 

release type is the determining factors for all non-Open classes. This class will shoot all 

unknown yardages. Max 40 yards. (Amended 7-10-2016) 

Women’s Known 40 - May use any compound or recurve bow, sight, release, stabilizer or 

equipment unless specifically prohibited in any other part of these rules, or by a ruling of the 

Competition Committee. Overdraws do not designate shoot class or shooting style.  Sight type 

and/or release type is the determining factors for all non-Open classes. This class will shoot all 

known yardages. Max 40 yards.  

Women’s Hunter -  No pin limit.  Stabilizer Rule: A front stabilizer or a system including quick 

releases, enhancers and/or weights may be used, but may not exceed twelve inches (12”) in 

total length from the tip of the stabilizer (or system) to the point of attachment on the front of 

the riser provided by the manufacturer.  A rear stabilizer or counter balance weight system may 

be used with a maximum of two extensions, but may not extend more than six inches (6”) in 

length as measured from either: (1) the point of attachment on the rear of the riser provided by 

the manufacturer, or (2) if there is no rear point of attachment the system may not extend 

more than six inches (6”) beyond the back of the grip. This class will shoot all unknown 

yardages. Max 30 yards.  
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Women’s Senior Open (50+, 60+ 70+) - May use any compound or recurve bow, sight, release, 

stabilizer or equipment unless specifically prohibited in any other part of these rules, or by a 

ruling of the Competition Committee. Overdraws do not designate shoot class or shooting style.  

Sight type and/or release type is the determining factor for all non-Open classes. This class will 

shoot all unknown yardages. Max 40 yards. (Amended 8-23-15) 

Women’s Senior Hunter (50+, 60+ 70+)- - No pin limit.  Stabilizer Rule: A front stabilizer 

or  a  system including quick releases, enhancers and/or weights  may be used, but may not 

exceed twelve inches (12”) in total length from the tip of the stabilizer (or system) to the point 

of attachment on the front of the riser provided by the manufacturer.  A rear stabilizer or 

counter balance weight system may be used with a maximum of two extensions, but may not 

extend more than six inches (6”) in length as measured from either: (1) the point of attachment 

on the rear of the riser provided by the manufacturer, or (2) if there is no rear point of 

attachment the system may not extend more than six inches (6”) beyond the back of the grip. 

This class will shoot all known yardages. Max 30 yards. (Amended 8-23-15) 

Young Adult Male/Female (15-18** years old)- May use any compound or recurve bow, sight, 

release, stabilizer or equipment unless specifically prohibited in any other part of these rules, or 

by a ruling of the Competition Committee. Overdraws do not designate shoot class or shooting 

style.  Sight type and/or release type is the determining factor for all non-Open classes. This 

class will shoot all unknown yardages. Max 40 yards. 

Youth Male/Female (12-14** years old) - May use any compound or recurve bow, sight, 

release, stabilizer or equipment unless specifically prohibited in any other part of these rules, or 

by a ruling of the Competition Committee. Overdraws do not designate shoot class or shooting 

style.  Sight type and/or release type is the determining factor for all non-Open classes. This 

class will shoot all unknown yardages. Max 30 yards. (Amended 5-15-16)  

Cub Male/Female (9-11** years old) - May use any compound or recurve bow, sight, release, 

stabilizer or equipment unless specifically prohibited in any other part of these rules, or by a 

ruling of the Competition Committee. Overdraws do not designate shoot class or shooting style.  

Sight type and/or release type is the determining factor for all non-Open classes. This class will 

shoot all unknown yardages. Max 25 yards. (Amended 5-15-16) 

Pee Wee Male/Female (8** and under) - May use any compound or recurve bow, sight, 

release, stabilizer or equipment unless specifically prohibited in any other part of these rules, or 

by a ruling of the Competition Committee. Overdraws do not designate shoot class or shooting 

style. Sight type and/or release type is the determining factor for all non-Open classes. This 

class shoots all unknown yardages. Max 20 yards. (Amended 5-15-16) 

**Age of competitor as of the first day of the tournament.  

NOTE: Due to differences in range finders, target distances set according to the club’s range 

finder may vary slightly from competitors’ range finder distances. 
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 Annual 

Youth Bowfishing Tournament 

Saturday July 8, 2017 

Registration begins at 7 AM at Bledsoe Ferry 

(Below Truman Lake Dam) 

The tournament runs from 8 AM – 2 PM 

Youth 16 years of age and younger may shoot. 

Youth shoot is free of charge! 

Free cookout following the shoot!  Lots of door 

prizes! 

A day of fun for the whole family!! 

SPONSORS 

BowfishingExtreme.com 

Many anonymous cash donations 

 



 

Youth Tournament Rules 

1. Registration starts at 7:00 AM. Rules will be read at 7:45AM. 

2.  Tournament starts at 8:00AM and ends at 2:00PM.  Weigh in will be at 3:00PM.  

3. This is a 5-Fish tournament.  A total of 5 fish may be checked in for heavy stringer.   

4. All tournament fish will be disposed of for you.   

5. Official Boundaries are Truman Lake & Lake of the Ozarks.  

6. There will be three (3) divisions as follows: 

A. 10 Years old and younger. 

B. 11 years old to 13 years old. 

C. 14 years old to 16 years old. 

7. 1
st

, 2
nd

, and 3
rd

 places will be awarded in each age group. 

8. Guides can help land fish.  However, adults will not be allowed to use bows during this 

tournament.  Any aid in landing a fish must come from another youth backing up the 

shot or using a dip net or gaff hook by an adult.   

9. Life jackets must be worn always while the big motor is running.   

10. Each youth will need to provide his/her own shooting equipment, if a boat is needed we 

will need to know 2 weeks in advance. 

11. There will be numerous door prizes for all the kids.   

 

Anyone that would like to be a sponsor, help guide, or 

interested in shooting please contact:  

Kent Hayes 816-616-6238 

 



Calendar of Events

 

2017   

 

Mar 3-5 – MBH State Indoor Championship – Linn 

Mar 19 – St. Louis Bow Hunters – 3D – Bench Rest Rifle Club 

Apr 1-2 – Smokey Hollow Archers – 3D - Palmyra 

Apr 9 – Nodaho Bow Hunters – 3D (Marked Yardage) – Graham 

Apr 15 – Springfield Archery - Field Shoot (14F/14H/14A)   

May 6-7 – Smokey Hollow Archers – 3D – Palmyra 

May 7 – St. Louis Bow Hunters – 3D – Bench Rest Rifle Club 

May 7 – Northwest MO Archery – 3D – Bethany 

May 12 – Springfield Archery- Field Shoot (14F/14H/14A) 

May 14 – Nodaho Bow Hunters – 3D (Mother’s Day) – Graham 

May 20 – MBH 600 - Summit Archery – St. Louis 

May 27-28 – Smokey Hollow Archers – 3D – Palmyra 

May 28 – Independence Bowhunters – 3D – Blue Springs 

June 1 – SW MO Senior Archery Games – American 900 

June 3 – Backyard Archers – Moberly 900 Showdown - Moberly 

June 4 – Northwest MO Archery – 3D - Bethany 

June 10 – Springfield Archery Field (14F/14H/14A) 

June 10-11 – Smokey Hollow Archers – 3D – Palmyra 

June 11 – Nodaho Bow Hunters – 3D – Graham 

June 11 – St. Louis Bow Hunters – 3D – Bench Rest Rifle Club 

June 11 – Independence Bowhunters – F/H/A – Blue Springs 

June 17-18 – NFAA Midwest Sectionals – IBH – Blue Springs 

July 2 – Northwest MO Archery - 3D 

July 8 – MBH Youth Bowfishing – Bledsoe Ferry-Warsaw 

July 8 – Springfield Archery Field (14F/14H/14A) 

July 9 – Nodaho Bow Hunters – 3D – Graham 

July 9 – Independence Bowhunters – F/H/A – Blue Springs 

July 15-16 – MBH State Outdoor Champ – IBH – Blue Springs 

July 22 – Springfield Archery American 900 

July 22-23 – Smokey Hollow Archers – 3D – Palmyra 

Aug 6 – Northwest MO Archery – 3D - Bethany 

Aug 5 – Springfield Archery – Outdoor 720 

Aug 12 – MBH 3D Jamboree – Nodaho Bow Hunters - Graham 

Aug 13 – Nodaho Bow Hunters – 3D – Graham 

Aug 20 – St. Louis Bow Hunters – 3D – Bench Rest Rifle Club 

Aug 26-27 – Smokey Hollow Archers – 3D – Palmyra 

Sept 10 – Nodaho Bow Hunters – Appreciation 3D (Marked yd) – 
Graham 

Oct 21 – MBH YOUTH JAMBOREE – multiple locations 

Dec 9-10 – Nodaho Bow Hunters – NFAA 300/Vegas 360 – 
Mailand 

Dec 12 – St. Louis Bow Hunters – 300 – St. Louis  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Club Directory 

ABI ARCHERY (NFAA/MBH 12-31-17) BofR: Jeff Blystone, 2804 N Union 

School Road, Independence, MO 64058, 816-796-4033, 

jandkbly@gmail.com; Secretary: Gregg Markowski; President: Lowell 

Swank. Range location: 285 NE 69 Hwy., Claycomo, MO 64119 

 

BACK YARD ARCHERS (MBH 1-31-18) President/BofR: Janis Grellner, 

145 Hillside Trail, Linn, MO 65051, 573-680-0575, 

backyardarchers@gmail; Secretary: Gene Grellner. Range location: 20 

miles east of Jefferson City on Hwy. 50, turn right on Hillside Trail, just 

past the yellow Hometown Lumber buildings 

 

CAPITOL CITY BOWBENDERS (MBH 2-28-17) Secretary/BofR: Ricky 

Spencer, 1601 Route T, Jefferson City, MO 65109, 573-584-4939, 

rickyspencer5007@embarqmail.com.  

 

EAST FORK ARCHERY (NFAA/MBH 8-31-17) BofR: Kathy Potter, 

efa@cvalley.net. Range location: 1401 County Road 1255, Huntsville, 

MO 65259; JOAD program available, call range for more information: 

660-651-3175 

 

INDEPENDENCE BOWHUNTERS (NFAA/MBH 2-28-18) Indoor range 

location: 6423 Railroad St., Raytown, MO; leagues and practice at 20 

yards. Outdoor range location: William Landahl Park, Argo Rd. & 7 

Hwy., Blue Springs, MO. President: Tom Hood, Secretary: Tobi Rogers, 

816-645-2198, 16909 E. 44th St. S, Independence, MO 64055;  BofR: 

Jim Forbes,  816-863-7128. www.independencebowhunters.org 

 

INDIAN TRAIL ARCHERY (MBH 1-31-18)  President/BofR: Faron Teague; 

1521 N Hwy 19; Salem, MO 65560; 573-729-9593.  Indoor range and 

outdoor Fita range located at 1521 N Hwy 19, Salem, MO 65560. 

Secretary: Carol Teague.   

 

LUCAS ARCHERY (MBH 2-28-17) Indoor and outdoor range.  Indoor 

range at 2531 Hwy DD, Moberly, MO.  President: Gary Lucas 660-263-

5188; glucas1951@gmail.com. Secretary: Pat Gwinner. BofR: Pat 

Gwinner-Patrick3171971@outlook.com  

 

NODAHO BOW HUNTERS CLUB (NFAA/MBH 8-31-17) Outdoor range 

location: ¼ mi. east of Graham on Hwy. A, 1¼ mile north on gravel road 

16 Lane. Indoor range location: South end of Maple Ave., Maitland, 

MO. President: Cody Sisk, Secretary: Jeanette Brookshier, 660-939-

4177; BofR: Bill Brookshier.  www.nodahobowhunters.com. 

 

 

NOMO BOWHUNTERS ARCHERY ASSN. (MBH 01-31-18) Moberly, MO. 

Outdoor range location: 1.8 miles east of Junction 24 and 63 on Hwy. 

24 on south side of highway. Contact & BofR: Charlie Langreder, 1508 

Secretariat Dr., Columbia, MO 65202, 573-864-7590; President: Larry 

Jackson, 660-998-1545; Secretary: Alan Eckhardt, 573-881-4199 

 

NORTHSIDE ARCHERS (MBH 3-31-17) St. Louis, MO. Meets 1st Monday 

of every other month. Field range location: Creve Coeur Park, take 

Dorsett Rd., west from I-270 to Creve Coeur Park. Contact & BofR: Bob 

Brumback, 3260 Carlow Place, St. Ann, MO 63074, 314-427-2953; 

President Rich Noble; Secretary: Bob Brumback, 

rbrumback6167@sbcglobal.net 

 

NORTHWEST MISSOURI ARCHERY CLUB (MBH/NFAA 4-30-17) 3D 

range location: from Bethany, Mo. Take Hwy. 136 west 9 miles to Rt. 

EE, New Hampton, north 12 miles to Rt. M, west 3 miles to Emmett & 

Leah Seat Conservation Area. Watch for signs to archery range. 

President: Ed Criger, 205 S 23rd St, Bethany, MO 64424, 660-868-0475 

or 660-425-3784; Secretary: Teri Fosdick, 660-425-6155; BofR: Richard 

Gibson, 14875 W. State Hwy F, Bethany, MO 64424, 816-344-1443, 

richkc816@gmail.com 

 

SMOKEY HOLLOW ARCHERS (MBH 3-31-17) 4798 Hwy. C, Palmyra, MO 

63461; President & BofR: Butch Herold; Secretary: Anna Herold, 707 

Marion City Rd., Palmyra, MO 63561, 573-406-4192, 

butchs@centurytel.net 

 

SPRINGFIELD ARCHERY COMPLEX (NFAA/MBH 9/30/17) 5780 S Farm 

Rd 141; Springfield, MO 65810; 417-874-2910; President/BofR: Amy 

Francka afrancka@springfieldmo.gov; Indoor and outdoor field range. 

 

ST LOUIS BOWHUNTERS (MBH 01-31-18) St. Charles, MO; Indoor range 

located at 301 Tecumseh (Hwy. 94 North), St. Charles, MO 63301; 636-

723-9338; Outdoor range located at Benchrest Rifle Club; 

www.stlbowhunters.com for directions and info. President: Derek 

Schaub; Secretary: Mike Niehoff 636-949-9570; BofR: Jeff Reddy 636-

300-8008 jeffreddy@live.com. 

 

SUMMIT ARCHERY TEAM SHOOTERS (NFAA/MBH 2-28-17) 1164 

Decker Rd., Labadie, MO 63055; 636-742-2531. President: Chris 

Schmidt, Secretary: Kathy Russell; BofR:Bill Myers, 2529 Braintree, High 

Ridge, MO 63049, 314-458-3571, billrmyers@aol.com;

  

Commercial Archery Lanes & Shops 

 

HILLTOP ARCHERY (NFAA/MBH 03-31-18)  27802 Hwy M, Mercer, 

MO 64661, 660-953-0457.  Owner: Kenny Martin, 

hilltoparchery@hotmail.com 

 

 

 

 

INDIAN TRAIL ARCHERY (NFAA/MBH 7-31-17) Contact: Faron 

Teague, 1521 N Hwy 19, Salem, MO 65560, 573-729-0531. 

SUMMIT ARCHERY CENTER (NFAA/MBH 2-28-17) 1168 Decker Rd., 

Gray Summit, MO 63069. Owner: Jeff Friedmann, 636-742-2531 

 

 



Missouri Bow Hunters Association 
16909 E. 44th St. S 

Independence, MO 64055 
816-645-2198 

www.mobowhunters.org 

 

 

Membership Application 
 

 Single $25 

 Family $30 

 Youth $12.50 (under 18) 

Name: __________________________________________ DOB: (if under 18) _________________ 

Address: _________________________________________________________________________ 

City: _____________________________________  State: _____________  Zip:  _______________ 

Email: __________________________________________  Phone:  _________________________ 

Affiliated Club ____________________________________________ 

Referred by ______________________________________________ 

Family Members: 

Name 1:  ____________________________________  DOB: (if under 18)  ____________________ 

Name 2:  ____________________________________  DOB: (if under 18)  ____________________ 

Name 3:  ____________________________________  DOB: (if under 18)  ____________________ 

Name 4:  ____________________________________  DOB: (if under 18)  ____________________ 

Name 5:  ____________________________________  DOB: (if under 18)  ____________________ 

Name 6:  ____________________________________  DOB: (if under 18)  ____________________ 

 
Mail Completed Form to: 

Missouri Bow Hunters 
16909 E. 44th St. S 

Independence, MO 64055 
For questions call: 816-645-2198 u Join online at www.mobowhunters.org  


